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My younger self…



Leadership is a discipline worthy of study



Truths
• Attend to your basic needs 

first

• Most sacred resources

• Managing your stuff

• The characters your head

• Mom guilt

• Imposter syndrome

• Weight of your words

• Give away power

• Power of regret

• Purpose: Ikigai 

Leadership Challenge + Tool
• Finding enduring solutions: Design thinking

• Teaming: Tuckman model

• Transitions: William Bridges model

• Change: Maurer model, SWITCH

• Executing strategy: Management operating 
systems

• Problem solving: Johnson’s polarity model

• Organizational design: Kates & Galbraith 
star model



Tools

All models are wrong…
some are useful.  

-Jamie Flinchbaugh



Design thinking



Teaming model (Bruce Tuckman, 1965)



WILLIAM BRIDGES TRANSITION MODEL –
GUIDING PEOPLE THROUGH CHANGE



Change Models:  Rick Maurer and SWITCH (Chip and Dan Heath)



Management Operating Systems

Strategy

Decision Making

Communication

Meeting StructureEscalation Response

Measures and Metrics



Polarity Management (Barry Johnson, PhD)

Action Steps +A

• Run further 
most workout 
days

Action Steps +C

• Get adequate 
downtime 
between workouts

Action Steps -B

• Feeling tired 
when you wake 
up in the 
morning

Action Steps -D

• Missing a 
workout day

Images from Polarity Management, Barry Johnson Ph.D.



Organizational Design: Kates & Galbraith’s Star Model

Image from Designing your Organization, Amy Kates and Jay R. Galbraith



Truths

The inner game of leadership



Attend to your 
basic needs first



Most sacred resources: 
health, time, and attention



Getting Things Done (GTD)



Manage the characters in your head



Mom guilt



If you are invited into a room you deserve to be there



The profound weight of your words

A task on my 
calendar can be a 
life-changing, 
crucible moment for 
the person I’m 
talking to



If you have power, give it away

The glow of shining the light on others is 
sweeter (and brighter)

Widen the winner’s circle



The Power of Regret

Foundation regrets –

Do The work

Boldness regrets –

Take the chance

Moral Regrets –

Do the right thing

Connection regrets –

Reach out



Ikigai (reason for being)
What you 

LOVE

What the 
world 

NEEDS

PASSION MISSION

Ikigai
What 
you are 
GOOD AT

PROFESSION VOCATION

What you can be 
PAID FOR

Core Values

Authenticity
Connection



“It is not the critic who counts: not the person who points out how the strong man stumbles 
or where the doer of deeds could have done better. The credit belongs to the person who is 
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives 
valiantly, who errs and comes up short again and again, because there is no effort without 
error or shortcoming, but who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, who 
spends themselves in a worthy cause; who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph of 
high achievement, and who, at the worst, if they fail, at least they fail while daring 
greatly, so that their place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who knew neither 
victory nor defeat.”

—Theodore Roosevelt
Speech at the Sorbonne, Paris, April 23, 1910




